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Abstract: Micro pulse lidar is a promising tool for retrieving the convective boundary layer height
(CBLH), but its application has been hindered by sharp extinction of the signal in high humidity
conditions, e.g., clouds. To remedy this, we developed an effective and simple limiter to obtain
more accurate estimates of the CBLH. The limiter is based on the algorithm for the convective
condensation level (CCL) and is aimed at limiting the vertical extent of the lidar backscatter profile
used in lidar methods to search for the CBLH. Four lidar methods (i.e., the gradient method, the
idealized backscatter method, and two forms of the wavelet covariance methods) are used to calculate
the CBLH with (or without) the limiter added. Compared to the CBLH calculated by the parcel
method from microwave radiometer temperature data, more accurate retrieval of the CBLH is carried
out with the limiter applied in four cloudy cases.

Keywords: lidar; convective boundary layer height; gradient method; idealized backscatter method;
wavelet covariance transform method; clouds

1. Introduction

The planetary boundary layer (PBL) is the turbulent mixing layer closest to the Earth’s surface,
and it responds to surface forcings with a time scale of about an hour or less [1]. As it controls the
interactions between the land surface and atmosphere and determines the air volume available for the
dispersion of all atmospheric constituents, the PBL height is a key parameter in air quality control and
pollutant dispersion studies.

Despite its importance, the PBL height cannot be directly measured. However, the concentration
distribution characteristics of the substances in the mixed layer can be used to trace the top of the
PBL. Under convective conditions, the convectively driven atmospheric boundary layer (CBL) is
well mixed by vertical turbulent motion. This causes the wind speed, potential temperature, and
atmospheric composition to have essentially no variation with increasing height within the boundary
layer, while causing a significant increase in the wind speed and potential temperature or a decrease in
the atmospheric composition at the top of boundary layer. Estimation of the convective boundary layer
height (CBLH) thus relies on analysis of the vertical profiles of temperature, wind speed, or atmospheric
composition [2–6]. Multiple methods based on data from different instruments have been used to
extract boundary layer heights and often give varying results [7–11]. With the considerable number
of ground-based lidar systems and lidar networks, e.g., EARLINET (the European Aerosol Research
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Lidar Network) [12], AD-net (the Asian dust and aerosol observation lidar network) [13], LALINET
(Latin American Lidar Network) [14], and MPLNET (NASA Micro-Pulse Lidar Network) [15], the lidar
approach is becoming increasingly important for tracing the boundary layer height by analyzing the
vertical distribution of aerosols [16,17].

In lidar studies, the aerosol is used as a tracer. Generally, in convective boundary layers, aerosols
often have sources at the surface, producing high concentrations in the mixed layer relative to the
cleaner and drier free troposphere above. At the top of the mixed layer, there is a transition zone
between the boundary layer and the free atmosphere, where cleaner and dryer air from the free
atmosphere is entrained into the aerosol-laden moister boundary layer, called the entrainment zone.
There are usually sharp gradients in the aerosol concentration through the entrainment zone at the top
of the CBL. This characteristic can be used to retrieve the boundary layer height, and the use of lidar
data for boundary layer retrieval has been described sufficiently in the literature [5,16,18–26].

Although lidar methods perform well in boundary layer height retrieval under clear sky
conditions, such methods may fail under cloudy conditions, i.e., they are more likely to identify
the “top” of the cloud as the boundary layer height because the strongest gradient in the signal will
also occur in that part of the profile [21,27]. Thus, retrieval of the boundary layer height under cloudy
conditions is poorly understood and very challenging. As we all know, the presence of clouds causes
the altitude of the strongest humidity gradient to move higher in the entrainment zone [28,29]. On the
other hand, in cloudy cases, free convection is not only driven by solar heating, but also by cloud-top
radiative cooling. Thus, the presence of clouds influences the structure of the boundary layer. In the
simplest case, the capping inversion prevents stratocumulus clouds from developing further, or the
convective cloud development is limited under the convectively unstable atmospheric conditions, and
the CBL is well mixed and fully coupled with clouds and sub-cloud layers. In such conditions, the
cloud layer can be regarded as the upper portion of the boundary layer [1,27]. However, for continental
boundary layers topped by cumulus clouds, the CBLH is distinct from the elevated cloud layers above
the cumulus [30,31]. In such situations, clouds are not part of the boundary layer, and determination
of the CBLH requires further consideration if we are to separate boundary layer clouds from clouds
that are not part of the boundary layer.

It is therefore necessary to develop a cloud detection algorithm to differentiate cloud layers from
the lidar profile. Several possible methods have been explored to address this issue. Some researchers
use the change in the slope of the backscattered signal as a function of height to detect cloud layers and
aerosol layers [19,32]. Others locate the cloud tops and bases by applying a threshold algorithm to the
lidar profile [16,19,33], but this method is only well suited to cases in which the contrast in backscatter
is very large [21]. Grimsdell and Angevine [28] used a ceilometer to measure cloud altitudes and
developed a method of data selection to use the lifting condensation level (LCL) as an estimate of a
reasonable range of cloud-base values. Some studies apply a continuous wavelet transform on lidar
profiles to identify cloud or aerosol layers. Specifically, the wavelet coefficient has its minimum at the
top and base of the cloud or advected aerosol layer and its maximum at their peaks. For example,
Morille et al. [4] developed an automated algorithm combining a wavelet transform and thresholding
to detect molecular layers (containing aerosols in small quantities) and particle layers (cloud layers and
aerosol layers). Davis et al. [21] and Baars et al. [16] applied a Haar wavelet transform to distinguish
the boundary layer from the cloud layers by altering the suitable wavelet dilation or by choosing
a negative threshold. However, those techniques depend strongly on the vertical distribution of
particle layers (aerosols and clouds) and are not suitable for dealing with complicated multiple-layer
conditions [5,34].

In this paper, we present a simple algorithm based on a convective condensation level (CCL)
limiter to deal with cloudy cases. The algorithm has the advantage that it may not be affected by the
aerosol layers aloft. The limiter limits the vertical extent of the lidar signal profile used by lidar methods
to search for the boundary layer top. Within this context, we explore the different lidar-based inversion
methods of CBLH determination under cloudy cases. Section 2 briefly describes our measurement
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site, instruments, and data. The methods for boundary layer detection are described in Section 3, and
results are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2. Measurement Site, Instruments and Data

The Semi-arid Climate Observatory and Laboratory of Lanzhou University (SACOL) was chosen
as the site of focus for this study. The site is located 50 km southeast of the city of Lanzhou, in the
suburban rural area of Lanzhou-Yuzhong (35.946◦ N, 104.137◦ E), at an elevation of 1961 m. The height
of the CBL is retrieved using micro pulse lidar and microwave radiometer data. Micro pulse lidar
is considered easier to use for its capability to operate unattended for long periods. It measures
aerosols up to 20+ km, and provides great spatial and temporal resolution. The lidar signals used
here have a vertical range resolution of 75 m and are stored at 1-min time intervals [35]. The raw lidar
data are converted into Normalized Relative Backscatter (NRB) after being range-corrected and laser
energy-normalized and having the background and dark count correction terms removed. Detailed
procedures are discussed by Campbell et al. [36]. The data are also corrected for overlap with a full
overlap height of about 6.45 km. Several methods have been used to determine the profile of the
overlap factor [37–41]. Our overlap correction is determined by experimental methods such as those
described by Sasano et al. [37]. The final variable NRB can be expressed as [42]:

NRB(z) = Cβ(z)T(z)2 = Cβ(z)exp(−2T(z)) (1)

where C is the lidar constant, β(z) is the backscatter coefficient, and T(z) is the integral of the extinction
coefficients from 0 to z. Since the CBL top is characterized by a sharp decrease in concentrations of
passive constituents (e.g., aerosols and gases), the absolute minima in the vertical gradient of the lidar
signal profile can be associated with the CBL top.

Temperature measurement in the lower atmosphere is achieved with the use of a ground-based
microwave radiometer (TP-WVP3000). The TP-WVP3000 provides the atmosphere temperature (T)
profile between 0 and 10 km. The vertical resolution decreases with altitude, i.e., 100 m within 1 km and
250 m from 1 km up to 10 km. The time resolution is set to one profile every minute. For details about
the instrument, see Ware et al. [43]. Microwave radiometer profilers have proven to be very appealing
for boundary layer research because of their high temporal resolution and ability to operate unattended
for long periods in nearly all weather conditions [44]. From the observed temperature profile, the
CBLH is determined by applying the parcel method [2,5,29,45]. The method defines the CBLH as
the height at which the dry adiabatic line starting at the surface intersects the actual temperature
profile. Section 3.2 gives a description of the method in more detail. The parcel method depends
strongly on the surface temperature [7]. The surface temperature retrieved from microwave radiometer
observations is corrected by the surface temperature observed from a temperature and humidity sensor
embedded in the TP-WVP3000 [46], and the measurement accuracy of surface temperature is 0.5 K.
The boundary layer estimation based on such data using the parcel method has been achieved by
Wang et al. [47].

3. CBLH Detection Methods

In this section, we describe the methods for determining boundary layer height from micro pulse
lidar data (Section 3.1) and microwave radiometer temperature data (Section 3.2). Note that the lidar
NRB profiles are averaged over a time period of 11 min, which not only takes the time variability of
the boundary layer height into consideration but also helps to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

3.1. Methods for Estimating the CBLH from Lidar Backscatter Data

Four commonly employed lidar methods (the gradient method, the idealized backscatter method,
and two forms of wavelet covariance methods) were applied to retrieve the CBLH. The lidar methods
are based on the assumption that aerosols are much more abundant within the boundary layer than in
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the free troposphere. Thus, the CBL tops can be characterized by a gradient in the NRB as a function
of height.

The first adopted method for CBLH determination is called the gradient method (hereafter
GM) [18,48]. This method is based on the calculated gradient of the NRB profile, and the gradient is
expressed as:

g(z) = −d[NRB(z)]
dz

. (2)

A sharp decrease in the concentrations of aerosol between the mixed layer and the free atmosphere
above corresponds to the abrupt decrease in the NRB signal, so the altitude corresponding to the
maximum of g(z) indicates the CBLH.

The idealized backscatter method [20,49], also known as curve fitting (hereafter fitting), aims to
fit a four-parameter ideal profile B(z) to the observed backscatter profile,NRB(z). The ideal profile is
expressed as:

B(z) =
(Bm + Bu)

2
− (Bm − Bu)

2
er f (

z− zm

s
) (3)

where Bm and Bu are the average NRB values for the mixed layer and the free troposphere, respectively.
The parameter s is related to the entrainment zone thickness (EZT), and, according to Steyn et al. [20],
2.77 times the value of s is equal to the EZT; zm is the candidate CBLH, which is defined as the center
of the EZT; and the error function er f (x) is defined as er f (x) =

(
2/
√

π
) ∫ x

0 e−t2
dt. In the idealized

backscatter method, the optimal value of zm that minimizes the ∑(B(z)− NRB(z))2 is regarded as the
real CBLH. Since fitting uses the whole NRB profile as a single shape, it can tolerate more signal noise
than other lidar methods.

In addition to the basic gradient method and the idealized backscatter method, two wavelet
methods were also used for CBLH determination. Measurement of the boundary layer height by the
Haar wavelet method (hereafter referred to as the HM) makes use of coefficients of a Haar continuous
wavelet transform of the backscatter profile. The Haar wavelet is defined as:

ϕ

(
z− b
∆h

)
=


1, b− ∆h

2 ≤ z ≤ b
−1, b ≤ z ≤ b + ∆h

2
0, else

(4)

where b is the translation of the Haar wavelet and ∆h is the wavelet dilation. The dilation ∆h equals
2dz, 4dz, 6dz · · · · · · (dz corresponds to the vertical resolution of the lidar data), and the optimum value
for ∆h is equal to the depth of the transition zone, which should be tested before being used. The HM
allows a comparison between the NRB and the Haar wavelet, and the similarity between them can be
measured by the wavelet coefficient W f (∆h, b):

W f (∆h, b) =
1

∆h

∫ zt

zb

NRB(z)ϕ

(
z− b
∆h

)
dz (5)

where zb and zt are the floor and ceiling of the integral, respectively. The Haar coefficient, W f (∆h, b),
presents the maxima when the translation of Haar wavelet b coincides with the CBLH. The method is
well suited to recognize a step function and has been adopted by other investigators and applied in
several studies [17,34,50]. Similarly, the Mexican hat wavelet method (hereafter referred to as the MHM)
allows a comparison between the NRB gradient (g(z)) and the Mexican hat wavelet. The Mexican hat
wavelet [51] is defined as:

ψ

(
z− b
∆h

)
=

[
1−

(
z− b
∆h

)2
]

exp

[
−1

2

(
z− b
∆h

)2
]

(6)
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The parameter b, where the wavelet coefficient W f (∆h, b) is at a maximum, coincides with the
CBLH. For the two types of wavelet methods, the selection of an appropriate value for the wavelet
dilation, ∆h, is the main challenge for a successful retrieval of the CBLH with the wavelet covariance
transform method. Two cases (a clear-sky and cloudy case) are presented in Section 3.1 to show how
the value of ∆h affects the resulting CBLH. In order to obtain more precise empirical initial values for
the two wavelet methods, the lidar data used in this study have been interpolated to a vertical range
resolution of 15 m using Lagrange linear interpolation.

The NRB profile at 13:00 local time on 23 July 2007 was taken as an example to explain how these
lidar methods work (See Figure 1). The CBL tops obtained by different methods are 1.455 km (GM),
1.9562 km (fitting), 1.4325 km (HM), and 1.440 km (MHM). The abrupt decrease in lidar NRB signal is
designated as the CBL top and can be automatically captured by the HM (Figure 1c). Meanwhile, the
significant signal loss at the height of the CBL top corresponds to the maximum of the signal gradient
profile g(z), which has the same shape as the Mexican hat wavelet function. For the two wavelet
methods described above, W f reaches a local maximum at the height of the CBL top.
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Figure 1. (a) Normalized Relative Backscatter (NRB) profile at 13:00 local time on July 23, 2007 and
profiles of (b) fitted curve (B); (c) Haar wavelet coefficient (HM W f ); (d) gradient (g); and (e) Mexican
hat wavelet coefficient (MHM W f ). The CBL (Convective Boundary Layer) tops from these profiles are
shown as horizontal lines, and the parameter ∆h used by the HM and MHM is set to 300 m.

Different values of ∆h may generate different CBLH values with the wavelet methods. In order to
verify the resulting CBLH with varying values of ∆h, two cases including a clear-sky case (Figure 2)
and a cloudy case (Figure 3) were used to investigate the behavior of the two methods. The wavelet
transform is simple to implement to recognize the scale of the identified feature. In Figure 2, in the
clear-sky case, the average CBLH (the horizontal dotted line in Figure 2a) obtained by HM with
different wavelet dilations is 1.4415 km. Meanwhile, the average CBLH (the horizontal dotted line in
Figure 2c) obtained by HMH with different wavelet dilations is 1.461 km, which is near the altitude
where the maximum of g(z) occurs. The study of the clear-sky case shows that both wavelet methods
provide robust means of deriving the CBLH. The similar CBL tops are obtained with different scales,
i.e., different wavelet dilations are used for the lidar data. However, for the cloudy NRB profile, the
NRB signal does not decrease with increasing height as in typical NRB profiles but has an abrupt
increase caused by clouds (around 2.4–2.6 km in Figure 3a), followed by a sharp decrease in the signal
at the top or edge of the cloud. The corresponding characteristic in g(z) is that a minimum is reached
at the cloud base, followed by a maximum at the cloud top or edge (Figure 3c). This characteristic of
the signal at the cloud top or edge is similar to that at the CBL top. Thus, the real CBL top is replaced
by the cloud top even if different wavelet dilations are used.
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3.2. Methods for Estimating the CBLH from Microwave Radiometer Temperature Data

The parcel method is applied to the microwave radiometer T profile to detect the CBLH. It defines
the CBLH as the height at which an air parcel rising dry-adiabatically from the surface intersects the
actual temperature T profile [2]. An example of CBLH retrieval using this method is shown in Figure 4,
and the resulting CBLH is 1.7140 km.
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Figure 4. Convective boundary layer height (CBLH) determined by the parcel method applied to the
microwave radiometer T profile. The profile is measured at 13:00 local time on 23 July 2007 at SACOL
(the Semi-arid Climate Observatory and Laboratory of Lanzhou University).

3.3. Convective Condensation Level Limiter

In Section 3.1, we find that the CBLH retrieved by the wavelet methods is often unrealistic in
cloudy cases because the decrease in the backscatter signal at the cloud top or edge is similar to the
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decrease at the boundary layer top. Therefore, the retrieved boundary layer height is always replaced
by the cloud “top”. As clouds are characterized by a steep increase in the NRB at the cloud base, the
cloud base can be identified as the altitude at which the Haar wave coefficient is lower than a chosen
negative threshold [16,34]. In such studies, the signal values below the cloud base are then used only
to determine the CBLH. However, what cannot be ignored is that when multiple aerosol layers exist,
the aerosol layer may be mistakenly identified as the cloud. Here, we apply a simple technique to
distinguish the boundary layer clouds from clouds above the boundary layer. The technique is based
on knowledge of cloud formation and thus is not affected by aerosol layers aloft. Clouds can form at
the top of the mixed layer, i.e., boundary layer clouds [1]. For a boundary layer topped by boundary
layer clouds, the cloud top coincides with the height at which turbulence stops, and boundary layer
height detection is aided by the sensitivity to clouds. However, for clouds above the boundary layer,
the cloud top is significantly different from the CBLH, and it is difficult to extract the information
needed to define the CBLH from the backscatter profile [30].

Consequently, we need to develop the ability to distinguish clouds that are not part of the
boundary layer from the boundary layer clouds. It is well known that the formation of clouds depends
on both dynamic and thermodynamic uplifts. When there is only mechanical forcing, the air being
lifted dry-adiabatically will become saturated by adiabatic cooling and then condense into clouds at a
certain height. This approximates the lifting condensation level (LCL). However, without mechanical
lift, strong heating continues at the surface, and this heat will be transported upwards by convection.
Clouds will form at the height at which the convective temperature is reached. This height is the
convective condensation level (CCL). The base of the cumulus clouds occurs at the CCL [52]. The CCL
is always higher than or equal to the LCL, and the LCL has long been used to estimate boundary layer
cloud heights in convective conditions [53]. Therefore, the actual boundary layer cloud base height is
considered lower than the CCL. That means clouds below the CCL are regarded as boundary layer
clouds, whereas clouds above the CCL are not part of the boundary layer. As clouds above the CCL
appear as sharp backscatter gradients in the lidar profile and lead to false diagnosis of the CBLH,
the CCL is added as an upper limit (hereafter called the CCL limiter) to the algorithms of the lidar
methods used here. That is, for lidar profiles with clouds above the CCL, only the NRB values below
the CCL are used to determine the CBLH.

The LCL and CCL values used here are calculated using the temperature data from the microwave
radiometer. As the LCL is defined as the intersection of the saturation mixing ratio line starting at the
surface dew point temperature and the dry adiabatic lapse rate line starting at the surface temperature,
it can be calculated using surface data and the following formula [54]:

LCL = 124× (Ts − Td) (7)

where Ts is the surface temperature from the microwave radiometer and Td is the dew point
temperature of the surface, calculated by combining the surface temperature and relative humidity
data from the microwave radiometer.

The CCL is set to the altitude at which the temperature profile crosses the saturation mixing ratio
line that starts from the surface dew point temperature, but it is worth noting that this method assumes
that the parcel ascends in an unsaturated condition until it reaches the CCL. However, in the early
morning during autumn and winter, saturation condensation always occurs near the surface because
of surface long-wave radiation cooling. To avoid the influence of this saturation condensation, the
intersection that indicates the CCL is identified from the top downwards.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, four cloudy cases (22 May, 9 June, 12 June, and 28 October 2007) were chosen
to investigate how clouds influence CBLH retrieval, as well as how to obtain reliable CBLH values
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under cloudy conditions. The CBLH estimated by the parcel method based on microwave radiometer
temperature data is regarded as the reference.

Figure 5 shows four cloudy cases. Clouds in each plot are indicated by the white portion with
complete reduction above it. It is well known that if the cloud is part of the boundary layer structure,
the cloud is coupled with the boundary layer top, causing turbulence mixing in boundary layer and
resulting in the NRB values below the cloud base being able to remain high. Thus, considering the
vertical distribution of NRB values and NRB values below but near the cloud base, clouds in our cases
were not part of the boundary layer for most of the cloudy periods. However, for the cloud existing
from 10:05 to 10:35 local time on 28 October 2007, the NRB values below the cloud are still high, so the
cloud is identified as the boundary layer cloud. In our technique, the cloud is located between the LCL
and CCL. Fortunately, from the LCL and CCL calculated each day at 10-min intervals (the LCL and
CCL are calculated every minute and averaged every 11 min, shown as red and black solid lines in
Figure 5, respectively) from 08:05 to 19:55, the cloud regarded as the boundary layer cloud based on the
NRB values is between the LCL and the CCL. Meanwhile, the cloud portions at most other times are
higher than the CCL. This in turn verifies that clouds above the CCL are not part of the boundary layer.

The CBLH values calculated at a time interval of 10 min via the parcel method based on T profiles
from the microwave radiometer are shown as purple solid lines in Figure 5a–d (the CBLH values
are calculated every minute, then averaged every 11 min) and are also plotted as blue solid lines
in Figure 6a–d. As mentioned earlier, the surface temperature measurement accuracy is 0.5 K, and
the CBLH estimating through the parcel method relies on the surface temperature strongly. In order
to evaluate the resulting CBLH with the varying surface temperature, increments from −0.5 K to
0.5 K are added to the surface temperature, which are then used to estimate the CBLH. The result is
shown as Figure 6. It is easy to see that in the strong convective case (e.g., on 9 June 2007), wherein
the maximum CBLH can reach to be more than 2.0 km, the uncertainties in the CBLH caused by the
surface temperature are larger than that in the weak convective case (e.g., on 28 October 2007). Varying
the surface temperature by 0.5 K results in differences of 0.2 km in the CBLH most times.
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level (CCL) are marked by red solid lines and black solid lines, respectively. The CBLH calculated by
the parcel method is marked by purple solid lines.
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uncertainties in the CBLH caused by the surface temperature.

It is now clear that we can use the CCL to eliminate the cloud above the boundary layer top and
thus find the CBLH below the CCL using lidar data (that is, only NRB values below the CCL are used
to determine the CBLH). Using clear-sky data, the lidar methods are more likely to find a reliable
CBLH estimate. Here, we use methods including the fitting, HM, MHM, and GM to calculate the CBLH
with (or without) the CCL as an upper limiter. To compare the resulting CBLH with and without the
CCL limiter added, we present Figures 7–10.

Figure 7 shows the CBLH values derived by the fitting with (or without) the calculated CCL as
an upper limit. On 22 May 2007, the resulting CBL tops obtained from the fitting without the CCL
limiter added are shown as red solid lines in Figure 7a. In cloudy periods (the white area between
08:05 and 11:15 above 3.2 km, as well as from 11:15 to 19:45, corresponding to the white area between
2.2 and 2.8 km), the calculated CBLH is close to the cloud top or cloud edges at certain times during
the day (08:05, 08:15, 08:45, 08:55, 14:45 and 14:55) because of the strong backscatter caused by the
clouds. The same phenomenon also occurs on the other three days. On 9 June 2007, clouds are present
between 09:35 and 10:45 with a height of between 1.2 and 1.6 km, and the CBLH from fitting is also
close to the height of the cloud top in cloudy periods. On 12 June and 28 October 2007, clouds are
present almost all the time (the white areas between 1.5 and 3.5 km on June 12 and between 1.5 and
2 km on October 28), and the resulting CBLH values are still close to the cloud tops or in the clouds.
Thus, although the fitting can tolerate more signal noise, the presence of clouds makes it difficult to
capture the accurate CBLH at some times. As shown by the red lines in Figure 7, the resulting CBLH
values without the CCL limiter added are certainly much higher than the CBLH values from the parcel
method, and the diurnal variation in CBLH does not follow the typical daily CBLH variation well.
However, the addition of the CCL limiter improves the results, causing the resulting CBLH to be closer
to the CBLH estimated by the parcel method and to conform more the typical evolution of the CBLH,
except for several times when the CBLH is not so well defined.

The results from the two wavelet methods with the CCL limiter added are similar and are shown
as black lines in Figures 8 and 9. We can see that the interference caused by clouds can be mostly
eliminated for both methods. The resulting CBLH values generated by the two wavelet methods are
closer to the CBLH values estimated by the parcel method. In addition, unreasonable lower CBLH
estimates are obtained at several times (e.g., 11:55, 17:25, and 17:35 on 9 June 2007) with the CCL limiter
added. This may be caused by high levels of NRB signal noise at those times so that the CBLH values
were difficult to define. We believe the results could be improved by applying time continuity checks.
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(or without) the calculated CCL as an upper limit is marked by blue solid lines (or red solid lines).
The CBLH estimated by the parcel method is marked by black solid lines.
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Figure 8. Time–height diagram of NRB (averaged every 11 minutes) on (a) 22 May; (b) 9 June;
(c) 12 June; and (d) 28 October 2007. The CBLH calculated by the Haar wavelet method (HM) with (or
without) the calculated CCL as an upper limit is marked by blue solid lines (or red solid lines), and the
∆h used by the HM is set to 300 m based on the previous sensitivity test. The CBLH estimated by the
parcel method is marked by black solid lines.
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Figure 9. Time–height diagram of NRB (averaged every 11 min) on (a) 22 May; (b) 9 June; (c) 12 June; 
and (d) 28 October 2007. The CBLH calculated by the Mexican hat wavelet method (MHM) with (or 
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With the CCL limiter added, the estimated CBLH values from the GM are also improved 
(Figure 10), although the performance is less than the other three methods. Especially on 22 May 
and 9 June 2007, sudden changes in the CBLH occur, and thus the CBL tops do not follow the 
typical diurnal variation of the CBLH. This is understandable because the GM is more affected by 
the signal noise. 
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Figure 9. Time–height diagram of NRB (averaged every 11 min) on (a) 22 May; (b) 9 June; (c) 12 June;
and (d) 28 October 2007. The CBLH calculated by the Mexican hat wavelet method (MHM) with (or
without) the calculated CCL as an upper limit is marked by blue solid lines (or red solid lines), and the
∆h used by the HM is set to 300 m based on the previous sensitivity test. The CBLH estimated by the
parcel method is marked by black solid lines.

With the CCL limiter added, the estimated CBLH values from the GM are also improved
(Figure 10), although the performance is less than the other three methods. Especially on 22 May and
9 June 2007, sudden changes in the CBLH occur, and thus the CBL tops do not follow the typical diurnal
variation of the CBLH. This is understandable because the GM is more affected by the signal noise.
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Figure 10. Time–height diagram of NRB (averaged every 11 min) on (a) 22 May; (b) 9 June; (c) 12 June;
and (d) 28 October 2007. The CBLH calculated by the gradient method (GM) with (or without) the
calculated CCL as an upper limit is marked by blue solid lines (or red solid lines). The CBLH estimated
by the parcel method is marked by black solid lines.
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Except for good performance when clouds exist above the boundary layer, the four methods still
yield a reliable CBLH when the boundary layer cloud occurs. From Figures 7–10, for the period with
boundary layer clouds (the white portion from 10:05 to 10:35 between 0.5 and 0.6 km on 28 October
2007), even when the CCL is not added as an upper limiter, the lidar methods are able to find the cloud
top as the CBLH, which is reasonable. Fortunately, as we had hoped, the addition of the CCL limiter
did not change the result.

Finally, for the four selected cloudy cases, the average biases between the resulting CBLHs with
(or without) the limiter added and the CBLHs estimated by the parcel method for the four methods
were calculated and are shown in Table 1. It is clear that the biases are smaller with than without the
limiter added. However, the biases are still several hundred meters with the CCL limiter added. This is
because, from afternoon to sunset, lower CBLH values are always obtained by the parcel method
compared to the CBLH values derived from the lidar-base methods. This is understandable since the
lidar-based methods always define the CBLH as the height with significant loss of signal somewhere
in the entrainment zone, but the CBLH determined by the parcel method is the mixed layer top. In this
way, for the boundary layer structure in the afternoon with a considerably deep entrainment zone,
the CBLH from lidar data may be higher than that estimated by the parcel method.

Table 1. Average biases between the resulting CBLHs (Convective Boundary Layer Heights) with
(or without) the limiter added and the CBLHs estimated by the parcel method for the four methods on
four different days (km).

Date
(Year/Month/Day)

GM
(Without

Limit)

GM
(With
Limit)

fitting
(Without

Limit)

fitting
(With
Limit)

HM
(Without

Limit)

HM
(With
Limit)

MHM
(Without

Limit)

MHM
(With
Limit)

2007.05.22 1.796 0.532 0.530 0.507 1.949 0.522 2.001 0.513
2007.06.09 0.953 0.485 0.712 0.436 0.822 0.350 0.796 0.348
2007.06.12 2.092 0.180 1.046 0.271 2.144 0.174 2.149 0.173
2007.10.28 1.412 0.222 1.263 0.279 1.480 0.243 1.494 0.244

fitting: the idealized backscatter method; GM: the gradient method; HM: the Haar wavelet method; MHM:
the Mexican hat wavelet method.

5. Conclusions

Ground-based lidar data are widely used to calculate the convective boundary layer height (CBLH)
over land because of their high temporal resolution. However, the retrieval process is influenced by
clouds because of the high signal gradient they generate. Several studies have pointed out that the real
CBLH sometimes differs from that derived by lidar methods in cloudy cases. In this study, four cases
that include clouds above the boundary layer are used to evaluate the CBLH retrieval methods, and a
new simple technique is proposed to obtain CBL tops under cloudy conditions. The technique aims
at using the convective condensation level (CCL) as a limiter to limit the vertical extent of the lidar
backscatter profile used by lidar methods to search for the boundary layer tops. More specifically,
the CCL is regarded as a boundary that separates the boundary layer clouds from the clouds above
the CBL, so only the signals below the CCL are used to determine the CBLH. The main advantage of
using the CCL to estimate the lowest possible cloud base height of the cloud above the CBL is that
the cloud base height is estimated based on knowledge of cloud formation. This is unlike the widely
used threshold method, which is based on the lidar signal data and is more likely to be affected by the
strong backscattered signals caused by aerosol layers aloft.

Analysis of the four lidar methods (the gradient method, the idealized backscatter method, and
two forms of wavelet methods) applied to four cloudy cases reveals that unreasonable CBL tops are
always obtained during cloudy periods, i.e., the cloud tops or a certain height in the cloud layers
are more likely be interpreted as CBL tops. However, with the help of the convective condensation
level (CCL) limiter, in terms of boundary layer clouds (i.e., clouds below the CCL), the clouds’ top is
regarded as the CBL top for strong turbulence in clouds, and the methods either detect the top of a
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cloud or a point between clouds as the top of the CBL. For clouds above the CBL (i.e., clouds above the
CCL), application of the CCL limiter results in more reasonable CBLH values.

Although the CCL limiter performs well in our cloudy cases, removing the interference from
clouds above the boundary layer top to a certain extent, problems still remain that cannot be neglected.
It is obvious that the CBL tops obtained using these methods do not follow the typical diurnal variation
of the CBLH very well; that is, sudden changes in the CBLH can occur. At some times, the CBLH
estimated by the lidar methods varies significantly from one ten-minute interval to the next. Such
problems need to be resolved by further research; for example, by applying an algorithm to test the
time-continuity of the retrieved CBLH.
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